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Outcomes



Fluency and Flexible Thinking

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gUqweCFElCCK-bbcIKlxXrXVVxOh9aV6/preview


Word Callers 

Struggling readers are not all the same.

It is estimated that up to one third of struggling readers are what we consider “word 
callers” - they can read fluently and have strong decoding skills but can’t make 
meaning.

The root of their problem lies in their cognitive processing.

Elementary students tend to focus on the sounds of the printed word and have difficulty 
switching their attention to meaning.

We have to “unhinge” their thinking; we need to teach them flexible thinking.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mi7-T4r4Q9_Uyq5fzUHw_oS04x9WCxOS/preview


Word Callers...

1. have a one-idea focus on ONLY letter-sound information; they have difficulty thinking 
of other elements

2. have naive theories about how the world works that guide their thinking and learning, 
and these theories may lead them astray

3. do not spontaneously connect or integrate elements important for comprehension
4. are significantly worse at reflecting on and deliberately guiding their own thinking
5. are significantly less cognitively flexible than their peers with better comprehension

Background Knowledge             Letters          Sounds 

Word & Text Meaning          Strategies

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1afjT4B-vncBeICAA75UaL6Y01vO8ADM3/preview


Kelly Cartwright suggests this scaffold:

1.  Sound-Meaning Flexible Thinking Sorts (next slide)

2.  Wordplay, Jokes, and Riddles  (Semantic Ambiguity) 

- multiple word meanings; multiple sentence meanings
- your ability to “get” jokes is correlated with reading comprehension

3.  Story Structure Scaffolds

- story maps, studying informational text structure, etc.

4.  Connect the Dots: Extra support for Inference-making

- drawing inferences
- thinking maps
- Profundity

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MgmL4SEdI9U8Nl067YEaDjl8WNc5_Bs3/preview


Flexible Thinking Sorts

Start with objects (cars, animals, buttons, …)

Sort one way; shuffle;  sort a second way 

Ex: Buttons - sort by color; now sort by size

Can your group come up with another way to sort?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UkaXb7o4u-8HfBjnqM16bRBwNzcxXD2Q/preview


Flexible Thinking Sorts using Cartwright’s picture cards, then 
moving to word cards

Sort one way; shuffle; sort a different way:

Then use the grid to fill the missing square:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sKtKzkev2QmSZ0Xh7PrB-Z8UdFK-Fzly/preview


Thinking About Text

It’s All About the Text!

• Knowing what the author said and evaluating how it was said.

Got Evidence?

• Evidence and M-Step

Abstracting to Wisdom!

• Concepts, Generalizations, Principles, Theories and Life’s Lessons



It’s All About the Text
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Getting Started in the Early Grades 
with 

Read-Alouds



A Busy Bird 1st Grade

Carlos walked outside. He looked at his
favorite tree. He saw a bird in the tree.
The bird was busy. The bird had twigs in
its beak. The bird put the twigs on a branch.
Then the bird flew away.
It came back with more twigs. The twigs
were in a pile. The pile was getting bigger.
Carlos thought for a minute. Then he knew
what he saw: the bird was building a nest.



What the Author Said

Close Reading: 

Carlos saw a bird build a nest by making trips to a branch bringing twigs in 
its beak. 

The twigs on the branch were in a pile and getting bigger.  

Inference:  The bird made trips with twigs until the pile was large enough to 
be a nest.



How the Author Said It

Critical Reading

Why did the author write this story?

What was the author trying to do?

What is the problem?

How does the author think about what he/she saw?

Is what the author thought correct?



Got Evidence?



M-STEP Text- Dependent Essay

The author claims it takes time and materials to 
construct a bird’s nest. Write an essay citing the 
evidence in the article that supports this claim. 



Possible responses to the Writer’s Checklist

1. Did I tell all the ways that constructing a bird’s nest takes time and 
materials?  Did I include some or all of the evidence given by the 
author to prove that it takes time and materials to construct a bird’s 
nest? Did I show that I understand the passage? (“…saw a bird in 
the tree, bird had twigs in its beak, bird put the twigs on a branch, 
bird flew away, it came back with more twigs, the twigs were in a 
pile, the pile was getting bigger”)

2. Did I stay on the topic? Did I give reasons for how the constructing 
a bird’s nest takes time and materials?



The Answers
3. Did I restate the question?  Did I provide the evidence 
in the order of the text? Did my writing have a 
conclusion?

4. Do I need to take out evidence that does not show that 
the bridge fits well in London? (“Carlos walked outside. 
He looked at his favorite tree.”)

5. Did I use domain-specific language? (twigs and 
branch)

6. Did I use transition words? (and, also)



Recognize Text Structures

Text Structure Placemat
Karin Hess Text Structure Knowledge by Grade Level



Models from M-Step

This is coming soon  I am working on models
Include website links on MDE page



What is Evidence?

• Description of what is evidence. 
Quotes, facts …

• Turn and talk opportunity. What do you 
teach your kids to cite as evidence. 

• How must evidence connect to claim?



Models from Fraser Units

Description of what is in the models and where to find them.



Abstracting to Wisdom
Generative Thinking



                       pro-fun-di-ty

(noun)

a statement or idea 
that shows 

great knowledge or insight



Profundity for Narrative Text

The narrative profundity scale is a heuristic stairway to 

thinking developed to deepen and expand understanding,

 where each step builds upon the last.



Steps to a
Deeper Understanding

of Narrative Text
 Physical Plane

        Mental Plane

               Moral Plane

                          Psychological Plane

                                 Analogical Plane

                                            Philosophical Plane

                                                    Transformational Plane



Abstracting Concepts and Generalizations 





Abstracting Concepts and Generalizations 



Busy Bird 1st Grade

Generative Reading:

Concepts:  Time and Materials and Construction

Generalization: Construction takes Time and Materials

Application:  Tell another time when you either did it yourself or know 
about something that was constructed that took time and materials:

Building a sand castle

Making a cake

Making a construction from Legos or Lincoln Logs.
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